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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Biology of the Reticulocyte

Late in the 19th century, when physicians began studying stained preparations of

peripheral blood, a special population of erythrocytes was identified. These cells

contained a granular or filamentous material, "reticulum," visible only when the blood

was stained with a supravital dye. Such "granular red blood cells" were first thought

to represent degenerating, senescent red blood cells or transitional forms between red

and white blood cells.

In 1891, Smith (13) observed these cells in the blood of animals with Texas cattle

fever, a parasitic infection associated with severe hemolytic anemia. Comparing them

with similar cells in the blood of cattle subjected to experimental phlebotomy, he

concluded that they represented not degenerative forms, but "embryonic corpuscles,

sent into the circulation before their time to make good the losses going on."

In the years which followed, the reticulum containing cells, reticulocytes, were

subjected to a number of investigations. Pepper (31) found that the reticulocytes

gradually disappeared in blood when kept in vitro, most rapidly when it was kept at

body temperature. By application of the enzyme ribonuclease Dustin et al. (40)

observed that the reticulum contains ribose nucleic acid. They also showed that the

erythroblasts contain considerable amounts of ribose nucleic acid before and during

the hemoglobin synthesis of the cell, both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm. As

hemoglobin synthesis progresses, the amount of ribose nucleic acid is lowered and at

the mature stage, the erythrocytes lose their faculty for hemoglobin synthesis upon

losing this acid.

Following a flurry of reports in the next several years, it was confirmed that

reticulocytes are the youngest red cells normally found in blood. In contrast to mature

red cells they still contain RNA, mitochondria, and other organelles essential for the

synthesis of hemoglobin and other cellular proteins. The persistent RNA which



remains in youngest reticulocytes stains slightly bluish with Wright stain, giving rise to

polychromasia of the routine blood film. Residual RNA can also be precipitated and

stained purple with methyl violet, brilliant cresy blue, or new methylene blue,

producing a reticular pattern which gives the cells their name.

The maturation of the reticulocytes has been studied in detail by Plum and

Jacobsen from 1941 to 1949 (33–35,20). They have shown that a reticulocyte-ripening

principle is associated with the reticulo-endothelial system and involves a

thermostable factor closely related to the amino acid tyrosine and a thermolabile

factor which can be isolated from the mucous membrane of the stomach. Others

(Nizet, 1946 (40), Nizet and Robscheit-Robbins, 1950 (28), and Heath and Daland, 1931

(17)) also pointed out that amino acids may affect the stainability of the reticulocytes.

The biochemical properties of reticulocytes have been intensively studied.

Morawitz and Warburg (1909) were able to demonstrate that blood rich in

reticulocytes consumed more oxygen at body temperature than that with low

reticulocyte content. By means of radioactive iron, Finch et al. (11) demonstrated

that as contrasted with the mature red cells, the reticulocytes are able to incorporate

iron in vitro.

In 1940 and 1951, Sabine (36,37) reported that reticulocytes contain more

cholinesterase than the mature red cells. Besides, these cells are somewhat lighter in

weight than mature red cells and their diameter is supposedly larger. They show a

lower fragility in hypotonic saline than the older red cells do (Itami and Pratt, 1909;

Handovsky, 1912; Snapper, 1912; Bauer and Aschner, 1919; Klima and Rosegger, 1934

(see reference 40)).

It has also been demonstrated that the reticulocytes have greater tendency to

agglutination than mature erythrocytes. This condition may be associated with the

delivery of the reticulocytes from the bone marrow into the blood such that the



reticulocytes are kept back in the bone marrow until the adhesiveness has been

reduced.

Through such extended investigations, the concept of a cellular maturation

process of erythrocytes gradually evolved. Erythropoiesis is a complicated process

involving a number of organs and events. In early fetal life, erythroid cells are derived

from the yolk sac, then later from liver and red bone marrow before birth. The first

morphologically distinct erythroid precursor is the pronormoblast. This pronormoblast

is derived from stem cells capable of self-renewal and differentiation when exposed to

erythropoietin which comes from the kidney. Subsequent cellular multiplication and

maturation appear to be almost autonomous with the formation in 3 to 4 days of about

8 to 16 orthochromatic norm oblasts from each pronormoblast. During the process of

maturation, the morphology changes from large nucleus and a volume of 900 um”

(pronorm oblast) to a mature cell without a nucleus and a volume of 90 um”. Although

cytoplasmic maturation is continuous, the interposed mitotic divisions cause a

stepwise reduction in volume, making it quite easy to recognize distinct stages, e.g.,

pronorm oblasts, basophilic norm oblasts, polychromatophilic norm oblasts, and

orthochromatic normoblasts. After three cellular generations the nucleus of the

erythroid cell has become dense, pyknotic, and presumably incapable of further

replication. Cytoplasmic maturation and hemoglobin synthesis proceed

uninterruptedly during the transitions from early to late nucleated red cells.

Following extrusion of the nucleus, the reticulocytes remain another 2 days

within the marrow, then migrate to circulation. These reticulocytes retain

mitochondria, small numbers of ribosomes, the centriole, and remnants of Golgi

vesicles. The maturation of the circulating reticulocyte requires from 24 to 48 hours.

During this period the reticulocyte synthesizes the remaining 20 percent of the red

cell hemoglobin content and undergoes autophagy with ejection of unneeded organelles

(10). These circulating reticulocytes demonstrate increased consumption of oxygen



and glucose and are able to incorporate iron and glycine. Due to the adhesiveness and

the tendency to stick to the glass walls, silicone-coated glassware must be used when

handling pure reticulocytes suspension in vitro.

About 1 to 2 per cent of the circulating red cell mass is generated by the normal

bone marrow each day and this is reflected in a normal reticulocyte count of 1 to 2 per

cent. Assuming a normal red cell count of 5.0 x 106 /ul, this gives an absolute

reticulocyte count of 50,000–100,000/ul. The aging process of the reticulocyte results

in a number of changes in the biochemical and morphological characteristics of the red

cell. As far back as in 1901, Jawein described various forms of reticulocytes based on

the size and distribution of the reticulum in the cell. Heilmeyer (1931) and

Trachtenberg (1932) described the scheme of reticulocyte morphology at different

stages of maturation and the relative frequencies of these stages in the peripheral

blood. Lowenstein (1959) and Seip (1953) adopted their definition and classified

reticulocytes to class 0, I, II, III, and IV (40). Figure 1 illustrates the five classesof

reticulocytes.

It must be presumed that all red blood cells pass these stages consecutively.

Although this grouping is somewhat subject to personal judgment, it seems useful to be

aware of these classes, particularly classes I and IV. These are the cells that were

most troublesome to many investigators: the class I cell was confused with a

norm oblast, and the class IV "dotted" cell is still the crux of a controversy as to what

constitutes a reticulocyte.

Gilmer and Koepke (14) proposed a criteria for class IV, the most mature and

most controversial cell, which requires that a reticulocyte "must contain two or more

discrete blue granules that are visible without requiring fine focus adjustment on the

individual cell to confirm their presence." Lowenstein (21) citing the work of several

earlier investigators, tabulated the relative proportions of each sub-class. In the

peripheral blood, more than 60%, or two-thirds, of circulating reticulocytes are



class IV. Another one-third are in class III, and very few are in the immature classes II

and I. Seip indicated that the bulk of red cells are released from bone marrow into the

circulation at stage III, when the cells contain granules and scattered remains of

reticulum. All of stage IV is apparently spent in the peripheral blood (40).

Perrotta and Finch (32) investigated the relationship between the

polychromatophilic macroerythrocytes and reticulocytes. Identified by their larger

diameter and slightly blue-gray color, the polychromatophilic erythrocytes were found

to represent the youngest (class I) reticulocytes, and their mean diameter is 27%

greater than that of adult erythrocytes. These workers also reported that

polychromatophilic erythrocytes constitute 5% or less of the circulating reticulocyte

population under normal conditions. In the case of moderate and severe anemia, the

proportion increases up to 10–20% or more. However, S.A. Killman obtained a 100%

increase in average volume of all reticulocytes in stress reticulocytosis which consist

of not only class 1.

Under phase contrast microscopy, reticulocytes appear as polylobulated discs.

These clover-leaf shapes are due to very slow movements of the protoplasm, which

contracts in some areas while throwing out large projections in other regions. These

lobulated reticulocytes are not the result of damage, as was previously thought.

Rather, they represent movements that are identical to those of the

polychromatophilic erythroblasts. These movements decrease as the cell matures, and

are completely absent in the mature erythrocytes (1).

In vitro, after a period of time between slide and coverslip, a few vacuoles (2–10)

appear in reticulocytes. These vacuoles usually occur together and are located in the

center of the cell. The morphology of these reticulocytes has been studied by the

scanning microscope which nicely demonstrates the characteristic polylobulation of

these cells. Under three dimensional viewing, it can be seen that the reticulocyte



exhibits a tortuous cell surface as well as regions of apparent cytoplasmic retraction.

Figure 2 shows an example of this phenomenon adopted from Bessis (1).

This observation of motility and irregularity characteristic of the live

reticulocyte has been used as a criterion for reticulocyte identification. Mel et al.

(25) developed an alternative classification using these features to evaluate unstained

living cells by direct microscopic viewing. They described a two-stage class according

to cellular motility and form under phase-contrast microscopy. Class R1 defined a

multilobular stress reticulocyte capable of movement. The movements are discrete

and jerky rather than smooth and continuous. The other class of cell, called R2, are

characterized by a highly refractile ring, generally concentric with the external cell

diameter, and visible refractile subcellular granules (generally one to three in number).

These cells do not possess motility. From views taken in other positions it is evident

that the reticulocytes' actual overall shape is that of an asymmetric "deep dish."

Mel et al. claimed a linear relation between the degree of anemia (hematocrit)

and the percentage of R1 reticulocytes in the marrow. Therefore, the percentage of

reticulocytes possessing motility can be taken as a quantitative indicator of the degree

of stimulation, or erythropoietic need. It is possible that the R1 subpopulation

corresponds closely to the polychromatophilic macroerythrocytes (Heilmeyer class I).

After maturation from the reticulocyte stage red cells continue to age. A

number of cellular properties appear to exhibit age dependency. The major changes

that appear to be related to erythrocyte aging include a decrease in membrane lipids,

a decrease in the intracellular potassium-sodium ratio, an increase in methemoglobin,

a decrease in activities of the enzymes involving the glycolytic pathway and finally,

spherocytosis and a decrease in cell volume (Marks et al., 1958 (23); Marks, 1961 (24);

Westerman et al., 1963 (48); Van Gastel et al., 1965 (45); Waller, 1965 (47)). Older

cells appear to be more dense than young cells and they form the bottom layer when

cells are centrifuged. Among the various red cell enzymes, aspartate transaminase



and hexokinase show a fairly constant and steep decline proportional to cell age.

These unique properties can be used as an index of cell age and may serve as a means

to estimate mean cell age (16).

Clinical Application of Reticulocyte Enumeration

The detection and diagnosis of anemia is frequently the focus of attention in

clinical hematology. Anemia may be attributed to (1) loss of blood, (2) excessive

destruction of mature red cells, and (3) impaired red cell production. From this simple

concept, it is possible to classify a given case by means of erythrokinetics.

Erythropoiesis can be divided into two classes: effective and ineffective. Effective

erythropoiesis is the production of red cells that live or have the potential to live a

normal life span. Ineffective erythropoiesis connotes the early destruction of red cells

either within the marrow or shortly after the cells reach the circulation. It has been

estimated that under normal conditions 10% to 15% of developing cells are defective

and may be prematurely destroyed before release into the peripheral circulation.

Since the reticulocyte RNA disappears about a day after the cell's entry into the

peripheral blood, enumeration of reticulocytes will be a measurement of the number of

cells being delivered by the marrow to the blood, that is, a measure of effective

erythropoiesis. For example, in an individual who sustains acute anemia as a result of

trauma or hemolytic disease, one finds an increase in the daily rate of production and

release of new red cells into the circulation. This results in a reticulocytosis.

However, the relationship between the reticulocyte count and RBC production is not

simply 1:1 (details in the following paragraph). The reticulocyte count gradually

returns to normal values as the normal red cell mass is restored. On the other hand,

when the reticulocytes are normal or even low in anemia, erythropoiesis is presumed

to be impaired.



To provide useful clinical information, the severity of anemia must be

quantitated as well as qualitatively diagnosed. Commonly, the hematocrit or

hemoglobin are used to quantitate the degree of anemia but they are not informative

as to the state of new cell production. Measurement of production of erythrocytes is

important to delineate the mechanism and the cause of anemia. Effective

erythropoiesis can be quantitated in several ways: radioactive iron incorporation,

detection of red cell life-span, measurement of total red cell volume, and

measurement of the rate of excretion of the catabolic products derived from heme.

These measurements are in essential agreement and correlate with the actual level of

erythroid marrow production. The reticulocyte count, due to imprecision, shows a

poorer correlation with the rate of red cell production, and had been neglected

because of a lower correlation with the other production measurements.

Nevertheless, the more precise parameters have certain limitations. The

procedures are complicated and time consuming, and most of the tests require an

equilibrium condition. Therefore, the creation of a valid reticulocyte count as an

estimate of effective erythrocyte formation should theoretically be a useful

procedure. Under a study in quantity, the reticulocyte count was found as good as

other measures after taking shift reticulocytes into account.

There is good reason to believe that erythropoiesis is normally regulated by

erythropoietin since any departure from a normal hematocrit is associated with

appropriate alterations in the erythropoietin level. From quantitative studies of

urinary erythropoietin, it is clear that a logarithmic rise in this humoral factor

accompanies a linear decrease in hematocrit. The three recognized sites of

erythropoietin action include (1) stem cell proliferation, (2) increased

hemoglobinization of the developing erythrocyte, and (3) the premature release of

marrow reticulocytes.



Hillman (19) studied erythropoiesis in normal man during periods of phlebotomy

induced anemia of varying severity. He compared three major measurements: plasma

iron turnover, reticulocyte count, and the level of daily phlebotomy. He found an

excellent correlation between the plasma iron turnover and the marrow production

level as estimated from the level of daily phlebotomy required to maintain the

hematocrit at a constant level. When the absolute (hematocrit-corrected) reticulocyte

counts were compared to the measurement of marrow production by plasma iron

turnover, the reticulocyte counts were considered consistently higher than actual

marrow production over a wide range of production levels. He postulated that there

was premature delivery into the circulation of marrow reticulocytes which require a

longer than normal period of maturation in the circulation to lose their reticulum.

Since these marrow reticulocytes need an extra 1 or 2 days to mature, they tend to

accumulate in the circulation and falsely elevate the reticulocyte count.

The prolongation of the circulating reticulocyte maturation time reflects the

severity of the anemia. When the maturation times were calculated from the absolute

reticulocyte counts and plasma turnover measurements, progressive prolongation of

the maturation time occurred as the severity of the anemia increased. This was

accompanied by a shortening of the marrow iron transit time.

In severe anemia such "shift" reticulocytes are large and contain more reticulum

than do reticulocytes in the normal subject. These cells can be considered the same as

Heilmeyer Group I or polychromatophilic macroerythrocytes as mentioned above.

Thus to accurately assess the bone marrow production rate, the raw reticulocyte count

clearly needs correction. First, it must be corrected for changes in the circulating red

cell mass. This can be accomplished by taking into account changes in hematocrit

levels. Reticulocyte counts corrected in this way still tend to overestimate red cell

production, because of the inverse temporal relationship between erythroid precursor

marrow transit time and circulating reticulocyte maturation time. An attempt has
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been made to further correct the reticulocyte count by estimating the marrow transit

time (MTT) which is postulated to correct for the prolongation of reticulocyte

maturation.

The MTT measurement is made by injecting transferrin-bound radioiron

intravenously, and determining the interval between the half-time disappearance of

radioactivity from the plasma and the time when half of it has reappeared in

circulating red cells. This value in normal adults is around 3.5 days. Dividing the

hematocrit-corrected reticulocyte counts by the fraction MTT normal/MTT patient

generates reticulocyte production indices which agree closely with erythrocyte iron

turnover measurements. The relationship among these three indicators may be

expressed as follows (18):

production index = Absolute reticulocyte count
Reticulocyte maturation time

An attempt was made to correlate MTT's with the morphological characteristics

of the peripheral blood film. Polychromatic red cells were invariably present in

patients with MTT's below 1.5 days. With increasing MTT's the frequency of

polychromasia as a percentage of positive subjects declined. The classification of

reticulocytes in four categories according to their content of precipitated ribonucleic

acid offers an alternate way to obtain reticulocyte based production indices. For

practical purposes the Hot-corrected reticulocyte count needs further correction by a

factor of 2 if convoluted forms (stage 1 – Heilmeyer class I) are present, or if the

reticulated forms (stage 2) exceed 5% of all forms. After double correction, the

reticulocyte percentage can be interpreted as a quantitative expression of

erythropoiesis. Unfortunately these correction techniques are complex and not

practical under routine clinical laboratory conditions. Actually, the double correction
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is also a function of the Ht and there are two stages of corrections. Hematocrits of 35

and 25 result in a lengthening of blood reticulocyte maturation times to approximately

1.5 and 2.0 respectively (18).

In addition to its value in diagnosis, the reticulocyte count is useful in

management. In hemolytic anemia, for example, the reticulocyte response is

predictable enough to serve as a quantitative indicator of the degree of hemolysis

providing the bone marrow and iron stores are normal. In megaloblastic anemia it is

extremely useful in following the patient's response to vitamin B12 or folate. Failure

of these agents to induce a reticulocyte response should prompt the physician to look

for another cause for the anemia.

Because of its ease of performance, the (supra vital stained) reticulocyte count

can be determined as frequently as desired and may provide the most rapid indication

of a sudden change in the rate of red cell production. Great value is attributed to

reticulocyte counts in making the differential diagnosis between anemias with

increased blood regeneration and anemias with lowered blood regeneration and also in

estimating the effect of treatment in various blood disease. Due to its valuable

indication in erythropoietic activity as well as severity of anemia, the reticulocyte

count is widely used in clinical hematological laboratories and clinicians desire that it

be as accurate as possible.

However, certain limitations of manual reticulocyte counts in addition to

maturation problems were observed. The major disadvantage that limits the manual

reticulocyte count as an accurate index of red cell production is its inherent

inaccuracy. The conventional method of this test calls for the microscopic

examination of at least 1,000 red cells in search of the minute quantities of

precipitated RNA, which may easily be masked by imperfect microscope focus or

confused with precipitated dye. Done conscientiously, a single count requires up to 15

minutes of continuous concentration and eye strain. Beyond imperfect focus and
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precipitated dye there are additional factors which also contribute to erroneous

results. Differences in definition (how many precipitated granules must a red blood

cell have to be called a reticulocyte), differences in dyes (new methylene blue or

brilliant cresyl blue), and the region of the blood film examined (thick or thin)

contribute error in unknown and variable amounts.

The randomness of the location of reticulocytes on the slide has been

quantitated. As a function of the reticulocyte percentage, this error can be as large

as the percentage itself. Peebles et al. (30) have shown that when seven technologists

perform four 1,000 cell counts, the resulting imprecision is much larger than that

predicted by the random distribution. In the example cited, the 95% range was 3.1–

7.6% for a specimen with an expected value of 5.3%, i.e., the C.V. was 20.75%. The

statistics of random encountering of reticulocytes predicts a 95% range of 4.5 – 6.1%

and a C.V. about 15.1%. Gilmer and Koepke (14) reported similar precision data on

their surveys.

The need for improved methods of counting reticulocytes is obvious. In order to

reduce the tedium of the test, microscope reticules have been employed. Red blood

cells in one field are counted; the next fields are then assumed to contain a similar

number of cells but this often results in less precision.

An ocular micrometer has been introduced by Dr. J.W. Miller. It consists of two

squares whose areas have a ratio of 1:9. The small square occupies one corner or the

center of the large square. The principle involved in the use of the Miller ocular is the

counting of the scarce cell element (reticulocytes) in the large square, and the

estimation of the incidence of the common element (all red cells) from counts made in

the small square only.

In practice the reticulocytes are counted in 20 large squares which contain about

2,000 red cells. However, by using the count of the red cells in the corresponding

small squares as an estimate of the total number of red cells the labor is reduced to
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counting only one-ninth of the red cells plus the number of reticulocytes counted.

Statistical analysis shows that this method results in a marked saving of time without

loss of accuracy as compared with the standard method of counting reticulocytes

among 1,000 consecutive red cells (2).

The classification of reticulocyte stage provides valuable information on the

degree of erythropoiesis. The method is almost never used in clinical diagnosis

because it is very time-consuming and tedious. Moreover, the decision whether a

reticulocyte should be classified as Stage IV or III, III or II, II or I, is highly subjective.

New Approaches in Reticulocyte Enumeration Methodology

Much effort has been invested in the improvement of reticulocyte count

reliability within the clinical laboratory. Fluorescent staining of reticulocytes for

counting has been described by Vander et al. (46) and Thaer et al. (44) using acridine

orange to precipitate the nucleic acid in a way similar to the brilliant cresyl blue

method. Under the microscope-fluorometer, Thaer (44) showed a quantitative

relationship between detected fluorescence intensity and cellular RNA. The

possibility of obtaining quantitative results by fluorescent dye provided a promising

basis for the development of an automated technique which could enumerate large

numbers of cells in an objective manner. Recently several investigators have reported

on the use of flow cytometry for reticulocyte counting (41–43).

The essence of flow cytometry is the bringing of suspended cells one by one to a

detector by means of a flow channel. Carefully designed but simple fluidic devices

operating under conditions of laminar flow define precise trajectories and velocities as

cells tranverse across the detection system. Detected properties include cell volume

as resistance (Coulter technique), fluorescence, light scatter, and absorbance.

Multiparameter analysis, combining measurements of intrinsic cell properties

such as light scatter with quantitative assessment of investigator-controlled features
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such as cell surface immunofluorescence, or RNA associated fluorescence makes it

possible to detect a discrete cell population even in complex mixtures. The additional

capacity for sorting with these instruments carries the process one step further by

selecting individual cells on the basis of their measured properties.

Flow cytometry provides an informative and powerful method for the analysis of

cell populations. The analytical strength of flow cytometry lies in its ability to make

quantitative, multiparameter measurements on statistically adequate numbers of cells

and to define the properties of a cell population or its component subpopulations. This

technique can be applied to any sample that can be obtained as a single cell

suspension.

The primary attributes which make this technology unique include:

(1) Sharpness or fidelity of measurement: The coefficients of variation of

fluorescence or scatter can be as low as 1%.

(2) Speed: It allows typical measurement rates of 500 to 1,000 cells per second.

(3) Sensitivity: The efficient handling of light sources and detectors allows

detection of small differences such as that of chromosomal DNA content

between males and females.

(4) Fluorescence: The rich armamentarium of fluorescence dyes allows a great

diversity of cellular properties to be probed.

(5) Sorting: It allows cell separation in a way that is both quantitative and

multiparameter. The living cells can be sorted without damage.

Flow cytometric techniques are now used in a wide variety of basic and clinical

research programs and are coming into use for clinical diagnostic purposes. Tanke et

al. (42) described a fluorescent staining technique based on pyronin Y staining. This

dye required fixation of bood cells with formaldehyde for at least two hours before

staining in suspension. The fluorescence activated cell sorter, model FACS IV (Becton

Dickinson, Mountain View, CA), determined the number of reticulocytes in a large red
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cell population in a fast and reliable way. The data analysis was performed under a

written FORTRAN program. Using a curve-fitting procedure the distribution of the

fluorescence values of only the mature red blood cells is derived from the "crude

histogram," which is obtained by calculating the Gaussian distribution of these cells.

By subtracting this histogram from the original fluorescence distribution, a new

histogram is obtained representing the fluorescence distribution of the reticulocyte

population. Using this approach, the authors showed a quantitative relationship

between detected fluorescence intensity and cellular RNA content. With computer

analysis of the distribution of cellular RNA, this method can also determine the degree

of maturation as well as the number of reticulocytes.

In a later paper Tanke et al. (43) again showed a number of clinical applications

of flow cytometric analysis of reticulocytes in peripheral blood. This time they

created the special terms RNA content and RNA index to reflect various conditions.

A computer program was used to calculate a discrimination level between mature red

cells and reticulocytes. Subsequently, the RNA content was defined as the mean

fluorescence intensity relative to that of mature red cells and the RNA index as the

median value of fluorescent intensity in the reticulocyte population. These two

parameters were claimed to indicate the maturity of the reticulocyte population.

Seligman et al. (41) used another multiparameter, computer operated laser flow

cytometer, SPECTRUM III (Ortho Diagnostics, Rariton, NJ) to count reticulocytes by

acridine orange. In their experiments the blood sample was added to a commercial

Ortho Reticulocyte Reagent and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. Then

the sample was directly analyzed with the SPECTRUM III without additional

preparation.

Using the Ortho Reticulocyte Program, the SPECTRUM III counts 100,000 to

200,000 cells and produces a cytogram of forward light scatter (related to cell size)

versus red fluorescence (produced by Acridine Orange bound to RNA). In addition to
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computerized curve fitting that subtracts away a Gaussian distribution of unstained

red blood cells, this reticulocyte program compensates for a correlation slope of less

unity (5).

Seligman et al. (41) have used antibody directed against the reticulocyte

transferrin receptor as a means to enumerate reticulocytes. Compared to the acridine

orange method reticulocyte counting technique, the antitransferrin receptor antibody

(ATR) resulted in a smaller percentage of cells identified as reticulocytes. However,

an increased ATR/AO ratio was found after acute blood loss. Further study led to the

conclusion that combined use of the AO and ATR techniques provided a method to

assess the "maturity index" as well as the total number of reticulocytes. These

methods greatly improved the reliability of the reticulocyte count. However, clinical

hematology laboratories have not accepted these methods due to the time-consuming

sample fixation, the high cost of instrumentation, and the problem of curve fitting to

define thresholds for positive cells.

Recently another fluorescent dye, thioflavin T, has been used to detect

reticulocytes. It is an inefficient photosensitizer for the oxidation of histidine, but the

photosensitizing power of thioflavin increases considerably when the dye is bound to

ribonucleic acid and to single-stranded polynucleotides containing a purine base (7). It

exhibits little binding to poly anions such as hyaluronate and alginate but strong

binding to RNA. These unique characteristics create a simple and rapid way to count

reticulocytes.

A method using thioflavin T has been described by Sage et al. (38). Whole blood

is incubated with the thioflavin T solution for 7 minutes at room temperature and then

diluted to 10 ml using isotonic buffered saline. Reticulocyte counts were obtained on

the FACS IV cell sorter or FACS analyzer (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA) by

first running the unstained control, placing a threshold at the right hand edge of

fluorescent distribution, and analyzing the stained sample within 5 minutes of dilution.
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Those events with fluorescence above the unstained fluorescence threshold were

counted as reticulocytes. The preparation steps are rapid, require no fixation of cells,

and require no steps to remove unbound dye. In addition, the reticulocyte count may

be obtained directly from fluorescence histograms without resorting to complicated

computerized curve fitting. Although extremely informative, Sage et al. did not

examine the biologic validity of the fluorescent reticulocyte count. They did not

independently determine a normal range for this method and since thioflavin T

measures a different property than the older new methylene blue method, the range of

this test may vary from the manual staining technique. In addition, the precision study

in the Sage report was too limited to adequately evaluate the technique. A large

number of replications are necessary in a precision study. Sage et al. only examined

14 samples with a paired manual stain and thioflavin T assay to determine the

correlation between manual and the thioflavin T method, and most of the samples

were in the high reticulocyte count range.

In order to assess the applicability of thioflavin T method as a routine clinical

laboratory test, the present study was designed. The purpose of this study was as

follows: 1) to determine the normal range of the thioflavin T reticulocyte count, 2) to

assess the sensitivity of this technique to detect patients with altered states of red

cell production, 3) to examine the correlation between the fluorescent reticulocyte

count and the new methylene blue reticulocyte count over a wide concentration of

reticulocytes, 4) to ascertain the variability of the fluorescent technique for low,

normal, and elevated reticulocytes, and 5) to use an in vitro red cell aging model to

determine whether red cell RNA is a continuously or discontinuously distributed

variable of red cell age. This last aim will also help to further establish the validity of

the fluorescent technique as a measure of new red cell production.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood samples were collected from three different populations into EDTA

anticoagulant. Among these were 148 random selected healthy blood bank donors as

"normal" group, and 20 subjects with known increased red cell production (they had a

high reticulocyte count by NMB method) and 24 patients with bone marrow depression

(i.e., documented aplastic anemia or patients under chemotherapy.

Six known high, low, and normal samples were chosen for a precision study. For

each single blood sample, replicate determinations (N = 30) were performed. Every

sample used in this study was analyzed using the Coulter S to determine the red blood

cell count and hemoglobin value. Manual new methylene blue (NMB) reticulocyte

counts were performed by examining 1,000 cells on a thin smear under 1000X to

determine the percentage of cells which contained precipitated RNA. Criteria for

classifying a cell as a reticulocyte was that it contain two or more granules.

Reticulocyte counts were expressed as the absolute number by multiplying the percent

reticulocytes by the quantitative red cell count.

A. Staining Procedure

After thorough mixing, 25 ul of whole blood of each specimen was added to 2

plastic screw top tubes marked "positive" and "negative." Thioflavin T was dissolved

in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) .01M, pH 7.4, Osm 290, to yield a 0.01% solution.

Twenty-five pil of this staining solution was added to the positive tube and incubated at

least seven minutes at room temperature. Twenty-five pil of PBS was added to the

negative tube. This mixture was diluted to 10 ml using isotonic buffered saline (S/P

brand, McGaw Park, IL), immediately before assay then followed by a secondary

dilution prior to analysis to adjust the cell count to give a flow rate of 200-600

cells/second. Secondary dilution was carried out by taking 50 pil of diluted blood into
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3.0 ml isotonic buffered saline in a small plastic tube. This double diluted blood

sample was run within 5 minutes of whole blood dilution.

B. Flow Cytometry

A Becton Dickinson Research Analyzer (FACS Analyzer) was utilized to

enumerate reticulocytes. A 438-nm center wavelength interference filter with a

10-nm wide pass-band was used to select the desired emission line from the mercury

arc lamp for excitation. Since the fluorescent emission maximum of thioflavin T is at

490 nm when bound to RNA (7), two filters with wavelength of 475 and 500 nm were

utilized to restrict the light detected by the photomultiplier. Another 445-mm

shortpass filter served as a first dichroic filter. A 75 pum orifice was used in the flow

system. The distribution of fluorescence and red cell volume were simultaneously

measured. The fluorescence was gated on the red cell volume distribution so that

platelets and leukocytes were excluded.

Parameters Setting

The following instrument operating conditions were used: Volume: current

0.5 mA, Gain LOG, War Gain MIN. Threshold +1. Fluorescence-1: PMT 400 volts,

Gain LOG, War Gain MIN and Threshold off. The Fluorescence-2 and RTO were not

used. After checking the sensor unit, fluidic system, and optical system, a lamp

alignment and fluorescent sensitivity check was performed.

Alignment

To find the optimum adjustment position and to help detect problems in the flow

system or electronics that degrade measurement quality, it is necessary to run a

Sample of uniform particles which give a signal on the volume and fluorescence

detector. A standardized 9.5 pm bright yellow fluorescent alignment bead (Becton
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Dickinson, Sunnyvale, CA) was used. Five lul of alignment bead was placed in a Falcon

plastic tube containing 3.0 ml saline, and was then Sonicated for 30 seconds to dispense

the particles. This tube was inserted up onto the friction-fit 0-ring of the sample

injection manifold assembly. The data output control was placed in the dot

configuration, with volume in the horizontal axis and fluorescence in the vertical axis.

The lamp was focused on the orifice using the x and y axis adjustment to create the

largest upscale deflection of the beads with a tight cluster. Finally, the lamp was also

focused with respect to the glycerol interface by moving the Z-axis control to get the

tightest dot plot. The beads usually gave a fluorescence peak in the channel range of

log 170–195 and volume peak between log 130-140 as shown in Figure 3. These data

were used as a daily quality control to insure that the fluidic and electrical system

were operating properly.

Counting Procedure

The method of Sage et al. (38) was used to count reticulocytes. After the

condenser adjustment has been performed, the FL-1 PMT was increased to 600 mV for

analysis of the clinical samples. The automatic count limit was set to terminate after

counting 10,000 cells.

Reticulocytes were counted by first running the negative unstained control. Ten

thousand unstained cells at the rate of 100 per second were analyzed for fluorescence

and volume. The red cell volume distribution was gated so that only red cells were

analyzed for fluorescence. A single marker was placed at the right hand edge of the

unstained red cell fluorescence distribution. Under these operating conditions only a

maximum of 10 recorded events lay to the right of that marker. The thioflavin T

stained sample was processed within 5 minutes of dilution. The fluorescence signal

was amplified logarithmically before analog to digital conversion.
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A computer using the HP 85 program provided a statistical analysis of

histograms from the screen of the Data Analysis Console. The data were presented as

a fluorescence and volume histogram. Figure 4 shows the unstained control and a

thioflavin T stained whole blood with a net reticulocyte count of 2.62%.

All events with a size signal between the VOL gates were subjected to

fluorescence amplitude analysis. Those events with a fluorescence above the marker

were counted as reticulocytes. The net reticulocyte count was expressed as absolute

count by multiplying the uncorrected reticulocyte count by the total red cell count.

C. In Vitro Red Cell Aging Model

In order to examine the relationship between red cell age and RNA content, age

dependent red cell fractions were isolated using isosmolar arabinogalactan density

gradients (6). EDTA anticoagulated whole blood obtained from normal subjects was

freed of leukocytes and platelets and then separated on density gradients into age

dependent fractions. The per cent reticulocytes and the distribution of fluorescence

intensity were measured by the standard thioflavin T technique for each fraction. The

age dependency of the separation process was monitored by the assay of an age

dependent red cell enzyme, glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase (GOT) (6). To

attempt to independently ascertain whether cells which contained fluorescence truly

contained RNA, a second approach using a radioactive probe for mRNA was devised.

Washed red cell fractions were treated with proteinase K and digested in SDS

overnight at 550C. Phenol extraction was then performed to separate RNA from

protein and the residual RNA was precipitated with ethanol. This RNA extract was

suspended in 10 ul of Tris saline (10 mM.) EDTA (1 mM) buffer pH 7.5 and treated with

2 ul of 37% formaldehyde at 650C for 15 minutes. After this treatment 4 pil of the

undiluted RNA extract and a 1:10 diluted extract were spotted on nitrocellulose paper

and vacuum dried at 800C for 2 hours. The filters were prehybridized overnight at
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3%p DNA410C to block nonspecific binding and then hybridized with a radioactive

probe to beta globin mRNA. The probe, kindly supplied by Dr. Dan Cashman, was

prepared from the Mst■ I fragment of the beta globin gene (3). Probe hybridized to red

cell RNA was identified by autoradiography (15).

RESULTS

The fluorescence histogram observed on the FACS analyzer shows the same

curves as described by Sage et al. (38). Figure 4 demonstrates a typical diagram

obtained from a normal adult and Figure 5 and 6 demonstrate low and high

reticulocyte counts. Using log fluorescence on the horizontal axis and log number of

events on the vertical axis a main peak of mature red cells is seen in the lower

fluorescence channels without thioflavin T staining. It is obvious that mature red

blood cells contain weak autofluorescence. Therefore, a negative control setting is

necessary to distinguish positive from negative cells. The cells in the channels to the

right of this threshold represent reticulocytes with increasing RNA content toward the

high channels after thioflavin T staining.

The first phase of the present study was to determine the range of reticulocyte

count using the thioflavin T method. These studies were carried out on three groups of

persons. Figure 7 represents a histogram of reticulocyte count distribution obtained

from 148 healthy blood donors. They were normal adults of both sexes with a negative

medical history who were volunteer donors at a community blood bank. When

reticulocyte count is expressed as an absolute number the curve shows a positive

skewness and is slightly leptokeratotic. The average number of reticulocytes in this

healthy population is 94,000 cells/cmm with standard deviation of 26,000 cells/cmm.

According to these observations the reference range is 48,000 – 152,000 cells/cmm

over the 2.5% - 97.5% confidence interval range as determined by this method.
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The biologic validity of the fluorescent reticulocyte count measurement was

assessed by studying two abnormal patient groups. The purpose was to determine if

patients with suppressed erythropoiesis had low reticulocyte counts and if those with

increased erythropoiesis had elevated counts. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate

reticulocyte count distributions of patients with bone marrow depression and those

with elevated reticulocyte count due to increased red cell production, respectively.

The group of elevated erythropoiesis gave a mean of 296,000 cells/cmm and

ranged from 122,000 to 469,000 cells/cmm. Of 20 patients in the high count group,

only 3 resulted in normal reticulocyte count (15% of total). In contrast to these, the

low group consists of 24 patients with depressed erythropoiesis. The statistics showed

an average of 21,000 cells/cmm and range 0-44,000/cmm. No patient was found to

have normal reticulocyte count by the thioflavin T method. Thus patients with

suppressed red cell production and increased red cell production can be separated from

normal on the basis of this fluorescent reticulocyte assay.

The results from the manual NMB reticulocyte counts were analyzed in the same

way. Similar to the FACS result, the frequency curve showed a positive skewness (see

Figure 10). However, the mean of the manual method was 41,000 cells/cmm and S.D.

was 20,000 cells/cmm. The normal range for this method is 1,000–80,700 cells/cmm.

The means and standard deviations of high and low groups showed 221,000 (S.D.

122,000) and 10,000 (S.D. 7,000) cells/cmm, respectively. The results demonstrate

that manual technique failed to adequately reflect the depressed erythropoiesis (all of

the low group gave normal results), but all of the numbers from high count were found

beyond the upper limit of the normal range.

In order to have a clear comparison with previous studies using the manual

technique the relative reticulocyte counts obtained from manual NMB method were

analyzed. The average percentage was 0.9% with a S.D. of 0.4%. The 95% confidence

interval was 0.1 - 1.7%.
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Figure 11 illustrates a comparison of reticulocyte counts obtained from new

methylene blue preparations and the FACS analyzer. These plots show that these two

methods do not exhibit a close correlation. There is a consistent bias for the

fluorescent reticulocyte count to be greater than the manual count in each case. The

coefficient of correlation was 0.829 from the 195 data pairs inclusive of normal and

abnormal subjects.

The Second phase of this study involved test precision. Precision is an important

criteria by which to evaluate a new test. Thirty independent replications were

performed on 6 specimens and the results were analyzed. The means, standard

deviations, and coefficients of variation of these results were displayed in Table 1. To

give a clear expression, the relative reticulocyte count is employed instead of absolute

value.

Because the error in the reticulocyte count is inversely related to the percent

reticulocyte count, the C.V. was reduced when the reticulocyte count was increased.

For example, a sample with an average count of 4.36% gave a S.D. 0.50% and C.V.

11.3%. The 95% confidence range was 3.32 - 5.35%.

In addition to providing reticulocyte counts, Sage et al. also suggested that the

fluorescent histogram demonstrated a quantitative estimation of the RNA per

reticulocyte, thus an index of reticulocyte maturity. To further examine the biologic

validity of this fluorescent technique and to determine the age dependent distribution

of cellular RNA, an age dependent density gradient model was utilized. Red blood

cells were separated on isosmolar density gradients. Cell associated fluorescence and

an age dependent red cell enzyme GOT were measured in each fraction.

In accordance with Sass et al. (39) and Chapman and Schaumburg (4), the

transaminase activity in the youngest red cell population (around 15 days of age) were

3 to 4 times greater than the corresponding levels in normal aged cells (60) days and

Subnormal enzyme activity was observed in older cells. It is believed the measurement

º
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of activity of glutamic-oxalacetic transaminase correlates with median age of the cell

population.

Table 2 presents the fluorescent reticulocyte count and EGOT results from 4

gradient studies. There is general enrichment of the upper gradient fractions with

fluorescent cells and a variable number of fluorescent cells distributed in the lower

portion of the gradient. The GOT activities demonstrate an age dependent separation

as expected. The distribution of fluorescent cells among the age dependent red cell

fractions demonstrates that the lighter, younger fractions (fractions 1 and 2) contain

more fluorescent cells (Figure 12). Also of note is the distribution of fluorescence

intensity among these cells above the "reticulocyte" threshold. Cells from the lightest

fractions (1 and 2) which have the highest GOT activities and are theoretically the

youngest cells have the most intense fluorescence indicative of a greater RNA content

per cell compared to the "reticulocytes" in the more dense cell fractions. However, a

low-intensity variable level of fluorescence was observed among the oldest cells.

Importantly, no intensely fluorescent cells were found among these fractions as in the

very light cell fractions.

This last observation raised a question as to whether red cell RNA is

continuously distributed in cells of all ages. Manual reticulocyte stains with new

methylene blue (NMB) have previously not shown reticulocytes in the densest cell

fractions (21). It is possible that cells which do not contain enough RNA to form a

precipitate with NMB do contain RNA and could be detected by thioflavin T. To

determine if the variable low level fluorescence represents true cellular RNA the beta

globin gene probe experiments were conducted. As can be seen from the

autoradiograph (Figure 13) fractions 1 and 2 show evidence of globin mRNA, the

unfractionated cell sample is faintly positive but unfortunately does not photograph

well. The lower portions of the gradient do not show any probe hybridization.
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When the density distribution of the reticulocytes is re-expressed in terms of the

absolute distribution of fluorescent cells within the gradient instead of the percentage

fluorescent cells within each layer (Table 3), less than five percent of the total

fluorescent cell population is actually found below the midpoint of the gradient. It is

also important to note (Table 2) that many of the dense fractions contain very few

fluorescent cells and all are of low level fluorescence intensity. Thus, the most dense

gradient fractions which theoretically contain the oldest cells display only minor cell

associated fluorescence and no evidence of RNA by globin gene probe study.

DISCUSSION

An automated reticulocyte count with fluorescent dyes using flow cytometry has

been reported by other investigators (41,42,43). Due to low quantum yields with

earlier dyes, the previous methods required extensive histogram processing to extract

the reticulocyte population from the fluorescence histogram. By the NMB and

acridine orange method, the RNA forms reticulum which is the product of local

precipitate with dyes. According to the paper of Sage et al. (38) thioflavin T binds

nucleic acids in a way superior to other dyes. It overcomes not only the nonspecific

and precipitative nature of binding of acridine orange, but also the relatively complex

fixation requirement and low quantum efficiency of pyronin Y. In addition to this, the

nonprecipitative binding property of thioflavin T suggests that the distribution of

fluorescent intensity in the fluorescence histogram truly correlates with the

reticulocyte age profile.

The present study is in part consistent with the study of Sage et al. For

example, the ability of thioflavin T to stain a reticulocyte fraction of red blood cells

was positively supported. Using this relatively simple procedure, the reticulocytes

were easily distinguishable from the normal red cells in the fluorescence histogram,
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and with the two parameter analysis which limits those cells counted to a selected

volume range, the platelets and leukocytes were excluded. Since the whole blood was

diluted beyond 20,000 fold, the number of platelets and leukocytes were negligible.

The platelet showed significantly smaller than normal RBC and only small lymphocytes

may interfere with this measurement in normal conditions. Even in the case of

lymphocytosis or giant platelets present, the percent reticulocyte will not change

more than 0.1%, and the volume distribution will give a clear bimodal curve.

Some new observations have emerged from the present study. From the

extensive normal subject and patient investigations, it is clear that the thioflavin T

technique does not correlate exactly with the conventional NMB method. The

coefficient of correlation is low (0.829) and normal ranges for the absolute

reticulocyte count are different. Although the thioflavin T method measures newly

produced red cells coming into the circulation based on RNA measurements, as does

the NMB method, the present data suggest that there are qualitative differences in

what is being measured as well as higher precision. Such differences may be due to

thioflavin measuring soluble rather than precipitated RNA. Thus the thioflavin

method may be more sensitive to different fractions or different amounts of RNA in

different fractions or may measure RNA in different fractions or different cells with

different efficiency than the standard method measuring precipitated RNA.

The normal range for reticulocyte count differs in various reports when stained

by new methylene blue. The reference values have been suggested by a number of

investigators. For instance, Dacie and Lewis (8) reported 0.2 to 2.0% and absolute

number ranging between 24,000 to 84,000 x 10°/ul. Frankel and Reitman (12), and

Page and Culver (29) suggested 0.5 to 1.5% as normal range. In addition, Deiss and

Kurth (9) found a difference between male and female. They gave 0.8% to 2.5% for

men and 0.8% to 4.1% for women as the normal range. Mackinney and associates (22)

emphasized the distinction between NMB and BCB methods. They described a mean
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reticulocyte count of 2.6% in 48 normal individuals by the Brilliant Cresyl Blue

method. Miale (26) expressed in terms of absolute number from 50,000 to

150,000/cmm. Finally, Wintrobe (49) used 18 to 158 x 10°/l as normal absolute

reticulocyte count.

Such variety in normal range is primarily, although not exclusively, due to the

lack of uniform criteria for identifying reticulocytes. Most authors have not been

precise in defining such criteria. The present study observed a normal range of manual

relative reticulocyte count from 0.1 to 1.7% roughly in agreement with other reports.

The range of the absolute count by the thioflavin T method is 48 to 152 X 10°/cmm

which may include the oldest reticulocytes which are not well distinguished by NMB

technique.

Another interesting finding is the positive skewness of the reticulocyte count

distribution. A possible explanation for this could be due to female subjects who

replace blood that is lost during menstruation. The present normal range data were

obtained from both sexes and the positive skewness was found with both the thioflavin

T as well as the NMB method. The skewness is more pronounced in the manual NMB

result, which exhibits a bimodal distribution (see Figure 10).

A second difference between the present study and Sage's paper is with test

precision. They claimed that the C.V. (12.30%) approached the theoretical number

(9.4%) which is determined by the number of cells actually counted. The observed

value was obtained from 10 replications on a single specimen with an average

reticulocyte count of 1.14%, but they did not indicate whether a negative control was

run before every positive measurement. Following intensive experiments, the C.V. in

the present studies was found to be 15% to 22% dependent on the level of the

reticulocyte count. When the reticulocyte count was higher the C.V. fell close to the

theoretical value. Such contradictions between the present study and the earlier study

of Sage may result from differences in the threshold setting. As discussed by Sage,
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the effect of changing the threshold is critical (38). The threshold marker was set

under the principle that the negative background should be no greater than 0.10% and

should fall at the upper limit of the negative curve. Under such conditions a small

change in the negative control will exaggerate the variance of the positive

measurement since the threshold placement will be changed. This random error is

inevitable. Fortunately, this variation can be reduced if the marker placement and the

electric condition of machine are stationary.

Although the precision test observed in this study did not reach the value

reported by Sage, it shows great improvement over conventional methods. Tanke (42)

and Seligman (41) did not report precision data for their methods. However, a few

articles supply informative comparison. For example, Peebles et al., using a manual

method (30) reported an expected value of 5.3% for a patient sample and found a 3.1

to 7.6% range when the reticulocyte count was performed by seven technologists.

Gilmer and Koepke (14) reviewed the experiences of the CAP Survey Program for

manual reticulocyte counts from 1971 to 1974. They reported C.W. from 21% to 36%

intralaboratory and 25% to 48% interlaboratory determined on a given stained smear

with high reticulocyte count from 7% to 43%. Whereas in the thioflavin T technique

the C.V. are 11% to 12% for a count of 6%.

The fluorescent reticulocyte count appears to be biologically valid as judged by

the clinical studies performed with suppressed and stimulated erythropoiesis patients.

Patients with clinically suppressed red cell production were uniformly distinguishable

from the normal range. All of the patients with clinically documented increased red

cell production had elevated fluorescent reticulocyte counts although a few overlapped

the upper end of the normal distribution. In general, the fluorescent reticulocyte

count correlated well with the clinical assessment and the precision of the technique is

adequate in all the clinically relevant ranges to discriminate the abnormal from

normal population. In fact, the variability of reticulocyte counts is a function of the
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percentage of reticulocytes. As reported by Miale (26), the C.V. is as high as 50% in

normal conditions where the reticulocyte count is around 1%. Even with a high count,

for example 5%, the C.V. is still high (22%) when calculated mathematically by the

binomial distribution for the manual NMB method.

Analysis of the density gradient in vitro red cell age model is complex. The first

(or second) layer of each sample can be assumed to be cell population with a cell age

less than 30 days. The fluorescence intensity demonstrates a high RNA content per

cell in this layer. Such fluorescence decreased sharply as the mean population age

increased (as EGOT decreased). In cells of greater than average age (about 60 days) in

the layer 4 or 5, the fluorescence showed a flat and random distribution suggesting low

or absent RNA content. This phenomenon clearly demonstrates the ability of

thioflavin T technique to detect reticulocyte maturation. This method may be more

sensitive than other indicators, for example, red cell enzymes or radiolabelled red cell

survival measurements. It may prove useful to diagnose and to monitor the severity of

anemia by demonstrating the presence of shift or stress reticulocytes.

The interpretation of the small number of fluorescent cells seen in the dense

gradient fractions remains an incompletely answered issue although several

explanations are possible. First, these faintly fluorescent dense cells could be the

result of nonspecific staining. This seems unlikely since the patients with biologically

suppressed erythropoiesis were found to have truly low fluorescent reticulocyte

counts. This low level staining may be of no significance since these small numbers

may not be statistically different from zero given the CV of the technique. Moreover,

it is important to remember that the total number of fluorescent cells in the entire

bottom of the gradient is less than 5%. Thus if nonspecific staining is an issue, it is at

a very low level. The absence of any intensely stained cells in the lower layers also

supports the belief that no "high" RNA cells are present in these fractions. This tends

to rule out cross contamination as a possible cause.
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The globin probe data demonstrate that no RNA is detected in the most dense

gradient fractions although a small number of fluorescent "reticulocytes" are found.

This inconsistency may be due to several reasons. The MST II probe is only directed at

a small portion of the globin gene and if the residual RNA is degraded the appropriate

sequence may be absent. The probe experiment may actually be less sensitive than the

thioflavin T since the whole blood sample containing 1% reticulocytes is only faintly

positive with the probe while the thioflavin T assay clearly identifies true

reticulocytes. The probe study will be repeated with a probe to the entire beta globin

gene to enhance sensitivity but with the present data the conclusion from this

experiment must remain limited.

A third consideration to the interpretation of the density gradient studies is that

the model of red cell aging is imperfect. There is not an exact correlation between

cell density and cell age. While it is a valid assumption that the mean density of the

youngest cells is lower than average age cells, there is a distribution of densities even

among reticulocytes and a few young cells could be more dense than the average cell.

It is also possible that the separation technique is imperfect and that there is cross

contamination of the dense cell fractions by light cells. In spite of these questions the

in vitro age model permits the following conclusions at this point: 1) red cell

thioflavin T associated fluorescence correlates with cell density and thus generally

with cell age; 2) the most intensely fluorescent cells are confined to the lightest

(youngest) cell fractions; 3) a small number of weakly fluorescent cells are observed in

the dense fractions and it remains unclear as to whether they truly contain RNA or if

the low percentage of fluorescent cells is substantially different from zero, and 4) red

cell RNA as measured by the thioflavin technique appears to be discontinuously

distributed. Thus the in vitro model, aside from certain reservations, supports the

biologic validity of thioflavin T associated fluorescence to detect young red blod cells,

reticulocytes.
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Because of great improvement over the manual reticulocyte method in many

respects, the thioflavin T method is acceptable to the clinical laboratory. The

advantages of this new technique include 1) an increased number of cells that are

actually counted, 2) shorter preparation and counting time, 3) simplified sample

preparation and histogram processing compared to other fluorescent flow reticulocyte

techniques, 4) increased precision such that a patient can be serially followed to

evaluate the effect of therapy, and 5) ability to detect suppressed red cell production

and the maturation status of reticulocytes. In addition to the improved quantitative

accuracy, this method also can be automated to reduce test cost. It has the potential

to become a powerful method to detect erythropoietic activity. Evaluation of anemia

as well as the monitoring of the effect of chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and the

recovery from bone marrow transplantation appear to be more sensitive and more

precise using this newer reticulocyte technology.
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Table 1. The precision studies from 6 subjects. Each one has 30

replicates. Reticulocyte count is expressed as percent.

Confidence

Data Range Mean (%) S.D. C.W. (%) Range

0.632 0.134 21.2 0.365 - 0.903
LOW

0.777 0.121 15.5 0. 536 – 1.019

1. 155 0.256 22.2 0.634 – 1.667
Normal

1. 415 0.290 20.5 0.835 – 1.996

4. 359 0.495 11. 3 3. 320 – 5. 349

High
6. 172 0.752 12.2 4. 667 – 7.677
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Table 2. Red cell in vivo aging model. The EGOT and relative reticulocyte count

results from 4 gradient experiments.

* Ret = percentage of reticulocyte

Nº.
2

Layer EGOT* | Ret + EGOT Ret EGOT Ret EGOT Ret

1 17.3 5.15
-

17.35 21.7 5.77 18.6 4.94

2 12.7 1.33 17.7 7.22 18.1 0.59 17.2 1.83

3 8.5 1.53 14.7 1.22 11.9 0.34 13.2 0.54

4 5.4 1.00 11.4 0.53 10.0 0.29 6.8 0.31

5 4.4 0.91 10.3 0.21 9.0 0.51 4.7 0.25

6 4.3 0.36 9.5 0 8.8 0.05 4.3 0.16

7 3.9 0.29 8.9 0.06 8.8 0.13 4.7 0.30

8 3.4 0.25 8.0 0.39 8.8 0.28 4.7 0.44

9
- -

7.3 1.04
- -

4.9 0.65

10
- -

7.6 0.51
- - - -

A EGOT expressed as units/10" cells
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Table 3. Absolute Reticulocyte Distribution. The RBC and

reticulocyte distributions of among 10 gradient fractions.

96 RBC % reticulocyte % reticulocyte
Fraction to total cells within fraction to total retics

1 1.0 17.35 24.8

2 1.4 7.22 16.2

3 13.5 1.22 26.0

4 21.9 0.53 18.3

5 29.7 0.21 10.0

6 16.8 0 0

7 12.0 0.06 1.1

8 3.9 0.39 2.3

9 0.35 1.04 0.6

10 0.55 0.51 0.4
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III 1V

Figure 1. Heilmeyer's morphologic classification of reticulocytes.

G 0 Cells contain both nucleus and reticulum, hence are not reticulocytes

in the strict sense

G I Cells have a dense, coherent reticulum, filling the greater part of the

cell

G II Reticulum appears in a wreath, meshy structure

III Only scattered granules and remains of a reticulum found in the cell

G IV The oldest reticulocytes which have only scattered granules in

varying numbers
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Figure 2. Reticulocytes as seen with the scanning electron microscope from Bessis

(1).
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Figure 3.
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Histogram of 9.5 micron beads for fluorescent (left side) and volume (right

side) analysis. Narrow curves indicate good alignment, smaller peaks

indicate doublets.
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Figure 4. Histogram demonstrating thioflavin T stained whole blood. A. Negative

control B. Stained sample, 2.62% reticulocytes. left side is fluorescence

(FL), right side is volume (vol).
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Figure 5. Negative and positive stained analysis from a patient with suppressed

erythropoiesis. Net reticulocyte count was 0.25%.
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Figure 6. Negative and positive stained analysis from a patient with reticulocytosis.

A. Unstained control B. Stained sample, reticulocyte count 13.19%.
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Figure 7. Distribution of absolute reticulocyte counts for 148 normal controls by the

thioflavin T method. Abcissa is the reticulocyte count and the ordinate is

frequency. Fluorescence technique.

I
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Figure 8. Distribution of absolute reticulocyte counts in 24 patients with documented

bone marrow hypoplasia. Axes the same as for Figure 7. Fluorescence

technique.
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Figure 9. Distribution of absolute reticulocyte counts in 20 patients with documented

increased red cell production. Axes the same as for Figure 7.

Fluorescence technique.
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Figure 10. Distribution of reticulocyte counts in 148 normal blood donors, manual

NMB technique. Axes the same as for Figure 7.
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reticulocyte count in 148 normal subjects.
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Figure13.GlobinmRNAhybridizationexperiment.Autoradiographobtainedafter24

hoursexposure.Notefractions
1
and
2arepositive,thewholebloodwas faintlypositive,butdoesnot

photographwell.Fraction
3
wasalsofaintly positivebutfractions

4to8werenegative
bythistechnique.
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